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Abstract. Information sharing and updates have become increasingly
important in the rapidly changing world. However, owing to the distributed and decentralized nature of information collection and storage,
it is not easy to use information from different sources synergistically.
Ontology plays as an important role in establishing formal descriptions
of a domain of discourse. In geographic information science, the rapid
developments of crowd-sourced geospatial databases challenge and also
bring opportunities to the current geospatial information development
framework. In this paper, a new semi-automatic method is proposed to
align disparate geospatial ontologies, based on description logic and domain experts’ knowledge.

1

Introduction

Information sharing and updates have become increasingly important in the rapidly
changing world, with a large amount of disparate information available. However, owing
to the distributed and decentralized nature of information development, it is not easy
to fully capture the information content in different sources. A same expression can
have different meanings in different context, and different expressions may refer to the
same meaning. Such issues are quite common when disparate and related information
sources exchange their data.
Ontology plays an important role in information sharing. Ontology, originated in
the work of Aristotle, is a branch of philosophy which studies the existence of entities [41]. In computer science, ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared
conceptualization [14]. Compared to its origin, computer science ontology is not only
about existence, but also about meaning, and making meanings as clear as possible [41].
Ontologies are often employed as important means for establishing explicit formal vocabulary shared among applications.
Description logics are a family of formalisms for representing the knowledge of an
application domain [2]. They firstly define the relevant concepts (terminology), and
then use these concepts to specify properties of objects in the domain [2]. Compared
to traditional first-order logic, description logics provide tools for the manipulations
of compound and complex concepts [7]. Description logics support inference patterns,
including classification of concepts and individuals, which are often used by humans to
structure and understand the world [2]. When dealing with ontology issues, description
logics can be used as the logical underpinning.
The rapid developments in geographic information science emphasize the importance of geospatial information sharing. Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) refers to an
institutional and technical foundation of policies, standards and procedures that enable organizations at multiple levels and scales to discover, evaluate, use and maintain
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geospatial data [28]. Over the last few years, the current top-down approach to SDI has
been challenged by the rapid pace of technological development [17]. There is a need to
address the separation of national and international SDI from crowd-sourced geospatial databases [1]. Relying on volunteers for data collection, crowd-sourced data is less
expensive than authenticated data. In addition, although typically not as complete in
its coverage or as consistent in its geometric or metadata quality as authenticated data,
crowd-sourced data may provide a rich source of complementary information with the
benefit of often more recent and frequent updates than that of authenticated data [18].
It is desirable to use authenticated and crowd-sourced geospatial data synergistically.
Compared to other ontologies, geospatial ontologies have several special properties.
Firstly, many words within geospatial ontologies are often more widely used in daily
life, and there is less consensus about their definitions. For example, the word ‘creek’
can refer to a river in Australia, while cannot in the US. The word ‘field’ has different
meanings (e.g. a branch of knowledge, a piece of land, etc.) for different people in
different contexts. There are no precise formal definitions which can tell ‘river’ and
‘stream’, ‘lake’ and ‘pond’ apart. In addition, geospatial ontologies often do not have
a huge number of classes as biomedical or bioinformatics ontologies do, but may have
many instances, referring to real world objects, whose locations, at least in theory, are
verifiable. With respect to these properties and the underspecification of geospatial
ontologies, no fully automated system can ensure the correctness and completeness
of generated mappings. Therefore, experts are inevitably needed to make decisions,
for example on the correctness of correspondences, based on their domain knowledge,
which is often implicit in the individual ontologies. This research will finally lead to
the minimisation of the human intervention.
This project aims to explore logic-based approaches to aligning disparate and related geospatial ontologies to obtain harmonized and maximized information content.
Ontologies are disparate if they are created independently. Ontologies are related if
they contain more than one common concept. Aligning means establishing relations
between the vocabularies of two ontologies [9]. The desired output will be a collection
of verified such relations, for query answering over multiple ontologies. If ontologies
cannot be aligned logically, a deficiency report will be produced explaining reasons
and providing suggestions about further actions to take in order to align them. In this
paper, we propose a new semi-automatic method to align disparate geospatial ontologies, based on description logic and domain experts’ knowledge. It is assumed that
original information within ontologies is believed all the time as premises, whilst generated information, including disjointness axioms and mappings, is believed by default
as assumptions, which may be retracted later. Differing from other existing methods,
generated disjointness axioms are seen as assumptions, which are retractable during
the overall aligning process. Disparate ontologies are aligned by finding a coherent and
consistent assumption set with respect to them. Based on this main idea, algorithms
are designed to align ontologies at the terminology level and the instance level. With
respect to the special properties of geospatial ontologies, an algorithm is designed for
refining correspondences between geospatial individuals taking their geometries and
semantics into account.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is summarized in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the geospatial ontologies we use, and explains some results
generated by a state-of-the-art system called S-Match [12]. Our method is discussed in
Section 4. Finally, it provides conclusions in Section 5.
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Related Work

Ontology matching is the task of finding correspondences between entities from different
ontologies [11]. A correspondence represents a semantic relation, such as inclusion or
equivalence. A mapping is defined as a set of these correspondences [25]. Many ontology
matching methods and systems have been proposed and developed in recent years [11]
[35], based on shared upper ontologies, if available, or using other kinds of information,
such as lexical and structural information, user input, external resources and prior
matches [30]. The existing methods can be classified into three broad categories [4].
Syntactic methods rely on a syntactic analysis of the linguistic expressions to generate
mappings. Though these methods are direct and effective, semantic relations between
entities cannot be captured. Pragmatic methods infer the semantic relations between
concepts from associated instance data. Though they work well when the instance
data is representative and overlapping, this kind of methods use a strong form of
induction, thus lack correctness and completeness. Conceptual methods compare the
lexical representation of concepts to compute mappings. Socially negotiated meanings
(e.g. dictionaries) are often used when generating relations, making the problem very
complicated.
Many methods are hybrid, combining different approaches and making use of structural, lexical, domain or instance-based knowledge. Most of them apply heuristics-based
or machine learning techniques to various characteristics of ontology. However, mappings generated by these methods often contain logical contradictions. Some systems,
such as CtxMatch [5] and its extension S-Match [12], and more recently, Automated
Semantic Mapping of Ontologies with Validation (ASMOV) [20], Knowledge Organization System Implicit Mapping (KOSIMap) [33], logiC-based ONtology inTEgratioN
Tool using MAPpings (ContentMap) [22], LogMap [21], and Combinational Optimization for Data Integration (CODI) [29], seem to be exceptions, since they employ logical
reasoning for either mapping generation or verification. Due to limited space, not all
of them are discussed in detail.
CtxMatch and its extension S-Match are early logic-based attempts for ontology
matching. While most of the other methods compute linguistic or structural similarities, CtxMatch shifts the semantic alignment problem to deducing relations between
logical formulae [5, 6]. Relevant lexical (concepts denoted by words), world (relations
between concepts) and structural knowledge is represented as logical formulae, and
logical reasoning is employed to infer different kinds of semantic relations [34]. WordNet [27], an external resource, is employed to provide both lexical and world knowledge.
The S-Match system re-implements and extends CtxMatch. Taking two tree-like structures (e.g. hierarchies) as input, it computes the strongest semantic relations between
every pair of concepts [12]. The semantic matching has two main steps. Firstly, at
element level, relations between labels are calculated, and then, at structure level, it
generates relations between concepts, whose semantics are constructed based on the
semantics of labels [36]. The structure level matching task is converted into propositional validity problems, and the standard DPLL-based SAT solver [3] is employed to
check the unsatisfiability of propositional formulae [13]. However, S-Match only uses
information in the tree-like structures extracted from ontologies, which is insufficient
to guarantee the overall coherence of ontologies after applying the mapping relations.
More recently, some matching tools have been developed, involving semantic verification into the alignment process.
LogMap [21] is a logic-based and scalable ontology matching tool. It addresses the
challenges when dealing with large-scale bio-medical ontologies with tens (even hun-
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dreds) of thousands of classes. It employs lexical and structural methods to compute an
initial set of mapping relations as the starting point for further discovery of mapping
relations. The core of LogMap is an iterative process which alternates repair and discovery steps. In the repair step, unsatisfiable classes will be detected using propositional
Horn representation and satisfiability checking, and be repaired using a greedy diagnosis algorithm. However, the propositional Horn satisfiability checking is sound but
incomplete, and the underlying semantics is restricted to propositional logic, and thus
cannot guarantee the coherence of the mapping between more expressive ontologies. In
the discovery step, new mapping relations will be generated based on the similarity between classes which are semantically related to matched classes. ISUB [37] is employed
to compute the similarity scores. Mapping relations which are newly discovered are
active, and only active mapping relations can be eliminated in the repair step, whilst
mapping relations found in earlier iterations are seen as established or valid. In other
words, each mapping relation will be checked once, against the available information
at that time, which, however, cannot guarantee its correctness when new information
is discovered later.
Combinational Optimization for Data Integration (CODI) [29] is a probabilistic
logical alignment system. It is based on Markov logic [10], which combines first-order
logic with undirected probabilistic graphical models. As the main advantages over other
existing matching approaches, Markov logic can combine hard logical axioms and soft
uncertain formulae for potential correspondences. Cardinality constraints, coherence
constraints and stability constraints are formalized using logical axioms and similarity
measures. The matching problem is transformed to a maximum-a-posteriori optimization problem subject to these constraints. The GUROBI optimizer [15] is employed
to solve the optimization problems. According to Noessner and Niepert [29], CODI
reduces incoherence during the alignment process for the first time, compared to all
other existing methods repairing alignments afterwards. CODI is based on the rationale of finding the most likely mapping by maximizing the sum of similarity-weighted
probabilities for potential correspondences. It can be argued that during the optimization process, some valid correspondences can be thrown away. In addition, the input
coherence constraints will influence the resulting mapping, however, in practice, many
ontologies are underspecified, within which valid disjointness axioms are not always
available.
In addition, there is some recent work on debugging and repairing ontologies and
mappings in ontology networks [24] [32] [40] [23], which is still at an early stage. However, all of them use disjointness axioms as premises, rather than assumptions, and
none of the matching systems discussed above have addressed the special properties of
geospatial information fully. Several ontology-driven methods have been developed for
integrating geospatial terminologies. Most of them are based on similarity measures
or a predefined top-level ontology, and logical reasoning is only employed when formal
ontologies commit to the same top-level ontology [8]. However, when ontologies are
developed independently, the common top-level ontology is not always available. Additionally, there exist some other methods, such as [38] and [19], following the pragmatic
approach to link geospatial schemas or ontologies, inferring the terminology correspondences from the instances correspondences. As discussed above, relying on a very strong
form of induction from particular to the universal, this approach will lead to the lack
of correctness and completeness [4]. Therefore, more research is required to fill in the
gap, exploring logic-based approaches to aligning disparate geospatial ontologies.
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Disparate Geospatial Ontologies

The Ordnance Survey of Great Britain (OSGB) ontology [16] and the OpenStreetMap
(OSM) controlled vocabularies [31] are selected to undertake initial research. OSGB
and OSM are representatives of authenticated and crowd-sourced geospatial information sources respectively. OSGB is the national topographic mapping agency of Great
Britain. It has built ontologies for Hydrology and for Buildings and Places [16]. OSM
is a collaborative project aimed to create a free editable map of the world [31]. It
employs the bottom-up approach, relying on volunteers to collect the data. Currently,
OSM does not have a standard ontology, but maintains a collection of commonly used
tags for main map features [31]. An OSM feature ontology is generated automatically
from the existing classification of main features. Both ontologies are written in the
OWL 2 Web Ontology Language [39]. The OSGB Buildings and Places ontology has
692 classes and 1230 logical axioms, and its DL expressivity is ALCHOIQ. There are
663 classes and 677 logical axioms in the OSM ontology, whose DL expressivity is AL.
Both ontologies, containing no disjointness axioms, are coherent.
To understand the ontologies more deeply, S-Match is employed to generate relations between concepts from them. To distinguish concepts from different ontologies,
let us label each concept with the abbreviated name of the ontology it belongs to,
such as OSGB : School and OSM : School. All the labelled concepts will be treated
as belonging to one super ontology. A relation then can be represented as an axiom
within which all the concepts are labelled, like OSGB : School ⊒ OSM : School.
Some of the mapping axioms generated by S-Match seem reasonable, such as
OSGB : Roof ≡ OSM : Roof , OSGB : Service ⊒ OSM : Service, and OSGB :
Accommodation ⊒ OSM : Accommodation. However, there are also some problematic relations. For example, OSGB : T hing ≡ OSM : N othing is derived, because the
string ‘Thing’ is considered to be close enough by the string-based matcher 1 for stating
that it is equivalent to the string ‘Nothing’. The relation OSGB : P erson ⊒ OSM :
GuestHouse is generated because, ‘GuestHouse’ is split to ‘Guest’ and ‘House’, and
‘House’ is treated as a person’s name, referring to a particular individual of ‘Person’.
The relation OSGB : P erson ⊒ OSM : Dentist seems reasonable, just looking at it
alone. However, OSM : Dentist ⊑ OSM : Healthcare, and OSM : Healthcare ⊑
OSM : Amenity. The OSM : Dentist is used for tagging a place where a dentist
practice or surgery is located, rather than referring to a person who is a dentist. In this
case, S-Match seems too restrictive to deal with the informal use of terms and their
variable meanings in crowd-sourced databases, such as OSM.

4

Method

Ontology alignment has attracted the attention of people working in several research
fields, such as linguistics, philosophy, psychology and computer science. To fully understand and solve the problem, relying on only one approach is inadequate. Different
approaches may play different important roles and solve different aspects of the problem effectively. This project focuses on the logic-based approach, and explores what
logic can do and how far logic can go when aligning disparate geospatial ontologies.

1
When matching labels of concepts, S-Match employs string-based, sense-based and
gloss-based matchers [13].
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To represent and reason with two ontologies Oi and Oj , where i, j are their names,
as well as the matching relations between them, as if they all belong to one super
ontology Oi ∪ Oj , we label all atomic concepts and roles in each ontology by the name
of the ontology. The ontology Oi is the set {ϕi : ϕ ∈ Oi }, where ϕ denotes a logical
formula. A logical formula ϕi is labelled inductively as follows.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Ai = i : A, for atomic concept A;
Ri = i : R, for atomic role R;
(¬B)i = ¬B i ;
(B ⊓ C)i = B i ⊓ C i ;
(B ⊔ C)i = B i ⊔ C i ;
{o}i = {oi }, for nominal {o}, individual name o;
(∀R.B)i = ∀Ri .B i ;
(∃R.B)i = ∃Ri .B i ;
(≥ n R.C)i =≥ n Ri .C i
(≤ n R.C)i =≤ n Ri .C i
(= n R.C)i == n Ri .C i
(R− )i = (Ri )− ;
(R+ )i = (Ri )+ ;
(B ⊑ C)i = B i ⊑ C i
(S ⊑ T )i = S i ⊑ T i

where B, C denote concept descriptions, S, T denote roles. Similarly, we label all individual names in each ontology by the ontology name:
– ai = i : a;
– (C(a))i = C i (ai )
– (R(a, b))i = Ri (ai , bi )
where a, b denote individual names.
A terminology mapping is a set of correspondences between classes from different
ontologies. A terminology correspondence is represented as one of the two basic forms:
Bi ⊑ C j
i

B ⊒C

j

(1)
(2)

where B, C denote class descriptions. The relation (1) states that the class B from
the ontology i is more specific than or equivalent to the class C from the ontology j.
The relation (2) states that the class B from the ontology i is more general than or
equivalent to the class C from the ontology j. The equivalence relation (3) holds if and
only if (1) and (2) both hold.
Bi ≡ C j
(3)
It states that the concept B from the ontology i and the concept C from the ontology
j are equivalent.
A disjointness axiom states that two or more classes are pairwise disjoint, having
no common element. For example, P erson and P lace are disjoint. The disjointness
axioms in ontologies play an important role in debugging ontology mappings. However,
within the original geospatial ontologies, disjointness axioms are not always available or
sufficient. Adding disjointness axioms manually, especially for large ontologies, is timeconsuming and error-prone. Many existing systems employ more automatic approaches,
either assuming the disjointness of siblings (e.g. KOSIMap [33]), or employing machine
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learning techniques to detect disjointness (e.g. [26]). After the disjointness axioms are
generated by whatever means, all existing ontology matching or debugging methods,
to the best of our knowledge, use them as premises, believing their validity through
the overall following process, though the input disjointness axioms can be insufficient
or too restrictive. Differing from these methods, we use generated disjointness axioms
as assumptions, rather than premises, and ensure the assumption set is coherent. A
disjointness assumption is represented as:
B ⊑ ¬C

(4)

where B, C denote class descriptions either from ontology i or ontology j. We follow
the terminology from [26], and adapt them to this context.
Definition 1 (Coherence). An ontology O is coherent if there is no class C such
that O |= C ⊑ ⊥. Otherwise, it is incoherent.
Definition 2 (Coherence of an Assumption Set). An assumption set As is incoherent with respect to an ontology O, if O ∪ As is incoherent, but O is coherent.
Otherwise, it is coherent with respect to an ontology O.
Definition 3 (Minimal Incoherent Assumption Set). Given a set of assumptions
As , a set C ⊆ As is a minimal incoherent assumption set (MIA) iff C is incoherent
′
and each C ⊂ C is coherent.
A minimal incoherent assumption set can be fixed by removing any axiom from
it. When a MIA contains more than one element, one needs to decide which axiom to
remove. Most of the existing methods remove the one either with the lowest confidence
value or which is the least relevant. However, it can be argued that there is no consensus
with respect to the measure of the degree of confidence or relevance. In addition, the
confidence values or the relevance degrees might be unavailable, difficult to compute
or compare. In such cases, it seems sensible to allow domain experts to make such
decisions.
When aligning ontologies using a terminology mapping, Definition 2 is extended
from one ontology O to two ontologies O1 and O2 , given that the union of two ontologies O1 ∪ O2 is an ontology. Based on these definitions, Algorithm 1 is designed as
follows 2 . An assumption in a minimal incoherent assumption set can be a disjointness
axiom or a terminology correspondence axiom. The set of minimal incoherent assumption sets will be visualized clearly (Line 7). Domain experts are consulted to decide
which assumption(s) to retract (Line 8). A repair action can be retracting or adding
an assumption axiom. Users are allowed to take several repair actions at one time.
ALGORITHM 1: Terminology Level Alignment
Input: O1 , O2 : coherent ontologies
Ds : a disjointness assumption set
Mst : a terminology mapping between O1 and O2
Output: As : a coherent assumption set with respect to O1 ∪ O2
1.
O := O1 ∪ O2
2.
As := Ds ∪ Mst
3.
assert O is coherent
2

In an algorithm, lines marked with ∗ may require manual intervention.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8*.
9.
10.
11.

O := O ∪ As
while O is incoherent do
Smia := M IA(O)
visualization(Smia )
repair(O, Smia )
update(As )
end while
return As

Following the algorithm above, even if the problematic relations generated by S-Match
are introduced, they can be retracted, given the disjointness assumptions such as
OSGB : P erson ⊑ ¬OSM : Accommodation and OSGB : P erson ⊑ ¬OSM :
Amenity.
An instance level mapping is a set of individual correspondences. An individual
correspondence is represented in one of the following forms:
(ai , bj ) ∈ sameAs
i

j

(a , b ) ∈ partOf

(5)
(6)

where a, b denote individual names. The relation (4) states that the individual name a
from the ontology i and the individual name b from the ontology j refer to the same
object. The relation (5) states that the individual name a from the ontology i refers
to an object which is a part of the object the individual name b from the ontology j
refers to.
When working with geospatial instances, Algorithm 2 is designed to refine the initial instance level mapping using geometry, lexical and cardinality properties.
ALGORITHM 2: Refining GeoInstance Mapping
Input: Msa : an initial instance level mapping for geospatial individuals
Output: Msa : the refined input Msa
1.
for each individual correspondence m in Msa do
2.
a1 := m.individual1 , a2 := m.individual2
3.
if a1 .geometry, a2 .geometry are not matched then
4.
remove(Msa , m)
5.
else if a1 .lexicons, a2 .lexicons are not matched then
6.
remove(Msa , m)
7.
end if
8.
end for
9.
for each individual b appearing more than once in Msa do
10.
Msb := allCorrespondencesInvolving(b)
11.
repair(Msa , Msb )
12.
end for
13.
return Msa
Given a set of correspondences linking geospatial individuals from different ontologies,
Algorithm 2 applies three main constraints, these are, geometry, lexical and cardinality. Firstly, a correspondence is invalid if the geometries of the linked individuals are
not matched (Line 3-4). For example, when the geometries are both polygons, if they
are spatially disjoint, they cannot be matched. Secondly, a correspondence is invalid if
the lexicons, i.e. meaningful labels indicating identity, cannot be matched (Line 5-6).
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The lexical matching required should be robust enough to tolerate partial differences
in labelling. For example, a full name and its abbreviation should be matched. Thirdly,
if an individual is involved in several different ‘sameAs’ correspondences, then these
correspondences need to be repaired (Line 9-12), for example, by changing the relation
from ‘sameAs’ to ‘partOf’. The three constraints complement each other to cope with
the following possibilities. Different geospatial individuals may share the same label or
the same location in an ontology. In addition, the same geospatial individual may be
represented as a whole in one ontology, whilst as several parts of it in the other.
The algorithm for aligning instances is generated by extending the assumption set
to include instance correspondences (output of Algorithm 2 ) and changing coherence
checking to consistency checking in Algorithm 1. Similarly, domain experts are consulted to make decisions to repair inconsistencies. Consider the example below.
Example 1. OSGB : 1000002308476718 refers to a OSGB : HealthCentre labelled as
‘SNEINTON HEALTH CENTRE’. OSM : 62134030 refers to a OSM : Clinic labelled
also as ‘SNEINTON HEALTH CENTRE’. Their geometries are very similar. However,
the existence of the following assumptions can lead to inconsistency.
(OSGB : 1000002308476718, OSM : 62134030) ∈ sameAs

(7)

OSGB : Clinic ≡ OSM : Clinic

(8)

OSGB : Clinic ⊑ ¬OSGB : HealthCentre

(9)

Domain experts are consulted to decide which assumption(s) to retract. To keep the
individual correspondence (7), it is reasonable to retract (9). This differs from all other
methods, which use (9) as a premise, and therefore will either remove (7) or (8), though
both are reasonable.
This method has been implemented as a system. Its performance is being evaluated,
compared to other existing systems, such as S-Match, CODI and LogMap.

5

Conclusion

To facilitate the geospatial information sharing and updates, it is important to harmonize disparate and related geospatial ontologies. This paper discusses problems involved, and presents a new logic-based method to deal with them. Future work includes
employing a truth maintenance system to track logical dependencies and qualitative
spatial reasoning to check topological consistency of geospatial data.
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